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Abstract:
Today, cryptography has transcended beyond protecting data in transit. Many advanced cryptographic
techniques are gaining traction due to their significance in emerging systems like blockchains, privacypreserving computation, and cloud computing. However, designing cryptography for these systems is
challenging as they require underlying cryptographic algorithms to provide strong security and privacy
guarantees and admit very efficient implementations.
In the first part of this talk, I will present my work that explores fundamental connections between cryptography
and blockchains. Blockchains rely on advanced cryptography like Zero-Knowledge Proofs, and despite
amazing advances in building efficient cryptographic tools, scalability is a major challenge plaguing blockchainbased applications like cryptocurrencies. I will discuss my work on improving prover’s time and memory
overheads in Zero-Knowledge Proofs, which is currently a primary bottleneck towards building more efficient
Zero-Knowledge Proofs. Then, I will discuss my work where I use blockchains to build new and useful
cryptography.
Finally, I will discuss my work on designing cryptographic commitments, digital analogs of sealed envelopes,
secure against man-in-the-middle attacks. While heuristic constructions are known, my work introduces new
fundamental techniques to circumvent strong barriers established for achieving provably secure protocols with
minimal interaction. Specifically, I build provably secure protocols that require minimal (to no) interaction
between the sender and the receiver.
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